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A FAMILY OF HYPERBOLIC–TYPE CONTROL SCHEMES
FOR ROBOT MANIPULATORS
Fernando Reyes-Cortes, Olga Felix-Beltran, Jaime Cid-Monjaraz and
Gweni Alonso-Aruffo
This paper deals with the global position control problem of robot manipulators in joint
space, a new family of control schemes consisting of a suitable combination of hyperbolic func-
tions is presented. The proposed control family includes a large class of bounded hyperbolic-type
control schemes to drive both position error and derivative action terms plus gravity compensa-
tion. To ensure global asymptotic stability of closed-loop system equilibrium point, we propose
an energy-shaping based strict Lyapunov function. To verify the efficiency of the proposed
control algorithm, an experimental comparative analysis between the well known unbounded
linear PD control and three hyperbolic-type control schemes of the proposed family on a three
degrees of freedom direct-drive robot manipulator is analysed.
Keywords: Lyapunov stability, control, robot-manipulator, regulation
Classification: 68T40, 93C85, 93D05
1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, manipulator robots have become indispensable tools in society, for exam-
ple, since the traditional applications of manipulators such as pick-and-place operations,
paintings, circuit-board assembly, drilling, palletizing until space operations, physiother-
apy, robotic operating rooms, and so on. These applications are basically positioning and
handling devices. For a robot carry out correctly programmed tasks, a high-performance
control algorithm is required; the robot manipulator performance represents an impor-
tant production indicator, if the performance is high, then the exactness and productivity
are increased, and this is one of the goals for every manufacturer [26, 27].
The control of robot manipulators is an area for research, development with potential
applications; it is in constant growth, remains an open problem. The design of control
algorithms has become a permanent and systematic scientific activity, with the purpose
of proposing new control schemes of high performance for a correct execution of the
programmed task. The position control problem also, so-called regulation of robot ma-
nipulators is one of the most relevant issues. It consists in to move freely in its workspace
the manipulator end-effector from any initial condition to a fixed desired position, which
is assumed to be constant, regardless of its initial joint position [27, 28].
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The proportional-derivative (PD) and proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control
algorithms are the most simplest regulators to achieve regulation of robot manipulators.
For the case of PD control guarantees the global regulation objective [31]; while that,
the PID control lacks of it, until now asymptotic stability is valid only in a local sense
[13, 33]. On the other hand, there is an implicit assumption in the linear PD and PID
control schemes, they are able to provide any requested joint torque, because these
schemes do not incorporate input constraints from manipulator actuator limitations
on their applied torques. However, due to inherent physical limitations of the robot
actuators, the saturation phenomenon is always present in practical aspects when PD
and PID control schemes are sufficiently large [29].
It is well known that actuators are unable to supply unlimited torques, therefore rec-
ognizing these difficulties, several control schemes that take into account these important
actuator constraints have been proposed in the literature. In [24] present a fuzzy control
scheme with bounded torques, it is proved the global asymptotic stability via Lyapunov
theory. In [19] studies the stability properties of robot manipulators under the action
of saturated PID control. A global stable nonlinear PID with saturated functions is
developed in [30]; experimental results on a two robot manipulator are presented. In [1]
two globally stabilizing bounded control schemes for the tracking control with saturating
inputs are presented.
In [29] addresses the global asymptotic regulation under input constrains, it presents
a saturated PID control in agreement with Lyapunov’s direct method and LaSalle’s
invariance principle; the proposed approach is illustrated via simulations. In [32] a
non-linear PID control with bounded torques is presented, the three terms of the reg-
ulator use a single saturation and global asymptotic stability is proved via Lyapunov
stability theory; experimental results are included. In [15] based on the Lyapunov for-
mulation a local hyperbolic-tangent-type impedance control for robot manipulators in
Cartesian space is analysed; its experimental implementation of an interaction task on a
two-degrees-of-freedom direct-drive robot is presented. A saturated control of a general
class of uncertain non-linear systems with time-delayed actuation and additive bounded
disturbances is analysed in [7]; the performance of the controller is demonstrated via
simulation on a two-link planar robot manipulator. Using the theory of singularly per-
turbed systems, the problem of analysing a saturated PI velocity controller is addressed
in [17]; an experimental study in a planar two degrees-of-freedom direct-drive robot is
presented. A bounded square root-type regulator is presented in [20], the asymptotic
stability is discussed via Lyapunovs direct method and LaSalle’s invariance principle;
experimental results on a three degrees-of-freedom direct-drive robot manipulator are
presented.
In [2] considers the PD-Type control of a single-link flexible-joint manipulator subject
to actuator saturation; it is shown that equilibrium point of the closed-loop system is
asymptotically stable, simulation results are presented only. A saturated control for a
class second-order, nonlinear systems is developed in [8], it yields asymptotic stability.
The bounds on the control are known a priori and can be adjusted by changing the feed-
back gains; experimental results using a two-link robot manipulator are reported. Three
saturated non-linear proportional-integral derivative controls with bounded torques for
robot manipulators are analysed in [18], new tuning criteria on control gains to ob-
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tain stability conditions, experimental tests completely fulfil the stability rules on two-
degrees-of-freedom robot. A combined adaptive controller-observer system is presented
in [25], which reduce the risk of actuator saturation effectively via generalized satu-
ration functions. Semi-global uniform ultimate boundedness stability of the tracking
errors and state estimation errors is obtained by Lyapunov stability; simulations re-
sults are presented. An output-feedback PID-type control for the global stabilization
of robot manipulators with bounded inputs is proposed in [16], experimental tests on a
two degrees-of-freedom direct-drive arm are included.
Recently, in [3] has proposed a bounded proportional control plus Hammerstein
strictly positive real compensator control term to ensure that the applied torque of
each servomotor is bounded by a value that is less then maximum torque, it has a
asymptotically stable behavior. In [33] a PID-type control for the global regulation with
constrained inputs is proposed; this controller can adopt multiple saturating structures,
the global stabilization objective is guaranteed. Furthermore, experimental tests on a
two degrees-of freedom are presented. In [34] a servo-constraint-based inverse dynamics
control method is for under-actuated multibody systems is applied for the treatment of
actuator torque saturation; numerical simulations on planar model of a acroboter ser-
vice robot platform are presented. The performance of the controller is demonstrated
experimentally. The work presented in [14] shows a nonlinear adaptive controller remi-
niscent of computed-torque-type scheme is used with saturated terms. In [21] a PD-type
saturating stiffness control scheme with bounded torque inputs is presented; the corre-
sponding local Lyapunov stability proof of the closed-loop equilibrium point is discussed.
In these last two works, only simulation results are presented.
The work presented in [6] deals with control problem with high-frequency, whose
joints have bounded position, velocity and acceleration/torque. It is formulated as an
optimal control through the viability kernel of feasible trajectory; the used scheme is
the PD control. Numerical simulations are presented on the model of Baxter robot.
In [9] is addressed the problem of robust tracking control of electrically flexible joint
robots through a nonlinear PID-type proposed control scheme, experimental results
demonstrate high performance of the proposed control on a flexible-joint electrically
driven robot.
Since the pioneering work of Takegaki and Arimoto in 1981 on energy shaping
methodology with damping injection, which permits to design other control structures
different from PD, it has been continued by several researchers, who have offered exten-
sions and improvements to this methodology: [12, 20, 22, 23]. Within this context, in
this paper, we propose a new family of bounded hyperbolic-type control schemes with
gravity compensation for the global regulation problem of robot manipulators in joint
space. The proposed control scheme is unlike other cited previously works, it is composed
of a large class of hyperbolic functions, obtained by a suitable potential function to drive
both the position error and damping injection, whose result produces bounded control
inputs on the proportional and derivative terms, and at the same time, to deal with
practical specifications such as keeping asymptotically the position error and applied
torques within prescribed bounds without saturating the actuators. We provide design
guidelines without regard to initial conditions to tune the controller gains, guaranteeing
that the demanded torques remain inside the prescribed limits.
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To the best of our knowledge, the proposed family of control algorithms is the first
scheme in joint space with a suitable combination of bounded hyperbolic-type functions.
The objective of this paper is to formally proof the global asymptotic stability of the
closed-loop system equilibrium point, which is carried out by considering an energy
shaping based strict Lyapunov function. The proposed control scheme performance
resulting is experimentally evaluated and compared with those obtained for well known
unbounded linear PD control algorithm with gravity compensation on a three degrees
of freedom direct-drive robot. These arguments actually constitute the main motivation
for this work.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the dynamics of rigid robots
and its main properties. In Section 3, states the main results of this work, the proposed
family of hyperbolic-type control schemes and its global asymptotic stability proof of the
closed-loop system equilibrium point is presented. Experimental results are presented
in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 5.
2. ROBOT DYNAMICS
The dynamics of a serial n-link rigid robot with viscous friction and n degrees of freedom
can be written as [13, 28]:
τ = M(q)q̈ + C(q, q̇)q̇ + g(q) +Bq̇ (1)
where q, q̇, q̈ ∈ IRn are the position, velocity and acceleration joint vectors, respectively;
τ ∈ IRn is the vector of input torques, M(q) ∈ IRn×n is the symmetric positive definite
manipulator inertia matrix, C(q, q̇) ∈ IRn×n is the matrix of centripetal and Coriolis
torques, g(q) ∈ IRn is the vector of gravitational torques obtained as the gradient of the
robot potential energy due to gravity and B ∈ IRn×n is the positive definite diagonal
matrix for the viscous friction torques, whose entries are bii, with i = 1, 2, . . . , n represent
the coefficients of viscous friction for the ith joint.
It is assumed that the robot links are joined together with revolute joints. Although
the equation of motion (1) is complex, it has several fundamental properties which can be
exploited to facilitate control system design. For the proposed controller, the following
important properties are used:
Property 2.1. The matrix of inertia M(q) ∈ IRn×n is symmetric and positive definite,
it satisfies:
M(q) = MT (q); M(q) > 0 and M−1(q) > 0; xTM(q)x > 0 ∀q, x ∈ IRn
xTM−1(q)x > 0 ∀q, x ∈ IRn; M−1(q) = M−T (q)
Property 2.2. For robots having only revolute joints, there exists a positive constant
βM > 0 such that,
‖M(q)‖ ≤ λmaxM < βM (2)
where λmaxM is the eigenvalue maximum of the inertia matrix M(q).
Property 2.3. If q̇ = 0, then the centrifugal and Coriolis torques matrix C(q, q̇) sat-
isfies C(q,0) = 0 ∈ IRn×n ∀ q ∈ IRn.
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Property 2.4. The time derivative of the inertia matrix Ṁ(q) is a symmetric matrix
and satisfies:
Ṁ(q) = C(q, q̇)T + C(q, q̇). (3)
Property 2.5. The centrifugal and Coriolis torques matrix C(q, q̇) and the time deriva-







q̇ = 0, ∀ q, q̇ ∈ IRn. (4)
Thus, the matrix Ṁ(q)− 2C(q, q̇) is a skew-symmetric matrix.
Property 2.6. For robots with revolute joints, there exists a positive constant kc > 0,
such that
‖C(q,x)y‖ ≤ kc‖x‖‖y‖ ∀ q,x,y ∈ IRn. (5)
Note that, ‖C(q, q̇)q̇‖ ≤ kc‖q̇‖2.
Property 2.7. The viscous friction torqueBq̇ is a dissipate energy that satisfies: q̇TBq̇ >
0, ∀q̇ 6= 0 ∈ IRn; B is a positive definite diagonal matrix, and λminB ‖q̇‖2 ≤ q̇
TBq̇ ≤
λmaxB ‖q̇‖2, where λminB , λmaxB are maximum and minimum eigenvalues of the viscous fric-
tion matrix B, respectively.
Property 2.8. The gravitational torque vector g(q) is bounded ∀ q ∈ IRn [5], there
exists a constant kg such that ‖g(q)‖ ≤ kg, ∀ q ∈ IRn. This also implies that, there
exist positive constants kgi ∈ IR+, such that |gi(q)| ≤ kgi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n; where gi(q)
stands for the ith element of vector g(q).
3. FAMILY OF BOUNDED HYPERBOLIC–TYPE CONTROLS
This section presents the new family of bounded hyperbolic-type control schemes and
its global asymptotic stability analysis. First, we define the position control problem.
The problem of position control with bounded inputs for robot manipulators
consists of to propose a control scheme such that, the applied torque τ ∈ IRn to robot
joints be within the constrains, so that the robot joints q(t) tend asymptotically to a








→ 0 ∈ IR2n, ∀t ≥ 0
where q̃ ∈ IRn is the joint position error, which is defined as q̃ = qd − q(t).
To resolve the position control problem, we propose a control structure τ composed
by a large class of bounded hyperbolic-type functions to drive both the position error
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and derivative action terms, plus gravity compensation. Consider the following family
of control schemes with limited torques, given by
τ = Kp

sinh2m−1 (q̃1) cosh (q̃1)
1+sinh2m (q̃1)
sinh2m−1 (q̃2) cosh (q̃2)
1+sinh2m (q̃2)
...




sinh2m−1 (q̇1) cosh (q̇1)
1+sinh2m (q̇1)
sinh2m−1 (q̇2) cosh (q̇2)
1+sinh2m (q̇2)
...
sinh2m−1 (q̇n) cosh (q̇n)
1+sinh2m (q̇n)
+ g(q) (6)
where m ∈ N is a positive integer number, q̃ is the n× 1 vector of joint position error;
Kp,Kv ∈ IRn×n are positive definite diagonal matrices, which are called proportional
and derivative gains, respectively.
Fig. 1. Family of bounded hyperbolic functions.
The family of hyperbolic functions has a behavior as is shown in Figure 1, and satisfies∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥

sinh2m−1 (x1) cosh (x1)
1+sinh2m (x1)
...







, ∀x ∈ IRn√
nγm‖x‖|, ∀x ∈ IR
n (7)
where the number γm represents the upper bound (this is the peak value, and it depends
on m); note that, as m increases, the slope becomes vertical; this characteristic is used
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to quickly drive the position error and to obtain energy dissipation of the derivative
term. The numbers γpm and γvm will be considered as upper bounds of the hyperbolic
functions on position error and velocity, respectively.
The Euclidean norm of ∂∂x
sinh2m−1 (xi) cosh (xi)
1+sinh2m (x)




























nρpm , ∀x ∈ IRn√
nρpm‖x‖, ∀x ∈ IRn
(8)
where ρpm is a positive constant and represents an upper bound.
The first term of the control schemes (6) is composed by a large class of bounded
hyperbolic-type regulators obtained from energy shaping of the artificial potential energy
[31]. The second term acts as an hyperbolic-type damping effect on the derivative action.









Kv + kg ≤ ‖τ
max‖ (9)
where λmaxKp , λ
max
Kv
stand for the maximum eigenvalues of the matrices Kp and Kv, re-
spectively; γpm , γvm are the upper bounds for the proportional and derivative terms,
respectively; and, ‖τmax‖ is the Euclidean norm of allowed maximum torque vector by
the robot actuators, this implies that the robot actuators are able ty supply torques in
order to hold the robot at rest for all desired joint positions.
If we assume that the bounds γpm and γvm are equal, then we obtain a simple tuning







The close-loop system equation is obtained by combining the robot dynamics model












sinh2m−1 (q̃1) cosh (q̃1)
1+sinh2m (q̃1)










sinh2m−1 (q̇1) cosh (q̇1)
1+sinh2m (q̇1)
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which is an autonomous nonlinear differential equation.
In order to demonstrate that the state origin is the unique equilibrium point, it is
necessary to consider the properties (2.1) on the matrix M(qd − q̃) and (2.7) for the
viscous friction matrix B; also, Kp,Kv are designed to be positive definite diagonal
matrices. The following assumptions are taken into account:
a) The first component of the equation (11) satisfies −q̇ = −Iq̇ = 0⇔ q̇ = 0, due to
the fact that I ∈ IRn×n is the identity matrix.
b) For the second component in the equation (11), it is easy to see that each compo-
nent of the first term of bounded hyperbolic-type regulators satisfies:
sinh2m−1 (q̃i) cosh (q̃i)
1 + sinh2m (q̃i)
= 0⇐⇒ sinh2m−1 (q̃i) = 0⇐⇒ q̃i = 0 =⇒ q̃ = 0
for i = 1, . . . , n; ∀m ∈ N . Similarly for the hyperbolic-derivative action term,
when q̇ = 0 produces a zero vector. Using the property (2.3), the vector of
centripetal and Coriolis torques is the zero vector 0 ∈ IRn.




= 0 ∈ IR2n exists and is the unique equilibrium point
of the dynamics system (11).
Proposition. Consider the robot dynamics model (1) together with the control struc-




= 0 ∈ IR2n of the close-loop system (11) is
globally asymptotically stable.
P r o o f . To carry out the stability analysis, we propose the following Lyapunov func-
tion candidate composed by the sum of the robot manipulator kinetic energy, artificial
potential energy, plus a cross-term between position error and velocity:

























sinh2m−1 (q̃1) cosh (q̃1)
1+sinh2m (q̃1)
sinh2m−1 (q̃2) cosh (q̃2)
1+sinh2m (q̃2)
...













sinh2m−1 (q̃1) cosh (q̃1)
1+sinh2m (q̃1)
sinh2m−1 (q̃2) cosh (q̃2)
1+sinh2m (q̃2)
...






sinh2m−1 (q̃1) cosh (q̃1)
1+sinh2m (q̃1)
sinh2m−1 (q̃2) cosh (q̃2)
1+sinh2m (q̃2)
...
sinh2m−1 (q̃n) cosh (q̃n)
1+sinh2m (q̃n)
 (12)
where ε0 is any positive number. It is important to note the number ε0 is only required
for purposes of analysis, and therefore, we do not need to know its numerical value.
Just it is need to prove that it exists. A strict Lyapunov function is a globally positive-
definite function, whose time derivative along the trajectories of the closed-loop system
(11) yields a globally negative-definite function, then Lyapunov’s direct method allows
to conclude global asymptotic stability, avoiding to use the Krasovskii-LaSalle theorem.
For the sake of completeness, we provide an outline of the proof that the Lyapunov
function candidate (12) is a positive-definite function, note that it can be rewritten as







sinh2m−1 (q̃1) cosh (q̃1)
1+sinh2m (q̃1)















sinh2m−1 (q̃1) cosh (q̃1)
1+sinh2m (q̃1)














ln (1 + sinh2m (q̃1))√















ln (1 + sinh2m (q̃n))
. (13)
Since the matrix M(qd− q̃) is a positive definite matrix, according to property (2.1),
the first term of equation (13) is radially unbounded and positive-definite function in
the variables q̃, q̇ and for some ε0 > 0. Similarly for the second term, which is also
positive definite in the variable q̃, because Kp is positive definite diagonal matrix.
Now, we proceed to obtain the time derivative of the Lyapunov function candidate
(12) along the trajectories of the closed-loop equation (11). Substituting the accelera-
tion joint vector q̈ from closed-loop equation (11), cancellation of some terms produce
simplifications, using the property of skew-symmetric matrix (2.5) on the fourth and
fifth terms; the first term is canceled with the sixth term; ninth and thirteenth terms
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are cancelled using the property (2.4), we get:













sinh2m−1 (q̃1) cosh (q̃1)
1+sinh2m (q̃1)










sinh2m−1 (q̇1) cosh (q̇1)
1+sinh2m (q̇1)







































sinh2m−1 (q̃1) cosh (q̃1)
1+sinh2m (q̃1)





























































































































































sinh2m−1 (q̇n) cosh (q̇n)
1+sinh2m (q̇n)








































































































































Considering the above simplifications, V̇ (q̇, q̃) takes the form:
V̇ (q̇, q̃) = −q̇TKv

sinh2m−1 (q̇1) cosh (q̇1)
1+sinh2m (q̇1)
















































































C(qd − q̃, q̇)
T
q̇

























































































[C(qd − q̃, q̇) + C(qd − q̃, q̇)T ]





























































































Now, we provide upper bounds on all terms of Lyapunov function, on the right-hand side
of the expression (15), we use the inequalities (7) and (8), together with the properties
(2.2), (2.6), and (2.7). After performing algebraic cancellation and reduction of terms,
we obtain:
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In order to ensure that Θ be a positive definite matrix, the element q11 is positive
due to that the constants ε0, n, γpm , λ
min
Kp
all are positive numbers. The determinant


























































































]2 > ε01 + ‖q̃‖ >0. (18)
Observe, from inequality (18) is only sufficient to hold for any ε0 the next condition:
λminB√
nγmv
> λmaxKv > 0 (19)
which completes the proof. 
We can conclude that V̇ (q̇, q̃) is a negative definite function, due to the fact that both
conditions V (q̇, q̃) > 0 and V̇ (q̇, q̃) < 0 are satisfied, then the proposed Lyapunov func-
tion candidate is a strict Lyapunov function. Therefore, according to Lyapunov’s direct




= 0 ∈ IR2n of the closed-
loop equation (11), this means that both state variables q̃(t) and q̇(t) asymptotically
converge to zero, as t −→∞.
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4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To support our theoretical developments, this Section describes the robot manipulator
setup and the experimental results of the proposed control schemes. An experimental
system for research of robot control algorithms has been designed and built at The
Benemérita Universidad Autónoma de Puebla, México; it is an anthropomorphic arm
with three degrees of freedom moving in three-dimensional space, whose length of the
links is 0.45 m, and workspace is a sphere with radius of 1 m, as it is shown in Fig-
ure 4. The arm links are made of 6061 aluminium actuated by brushless direct-drive
servomotors from Parker Compumotor to drive the robot joints without gear reduction.
Advantages of this type of direct-drive actuators include freedom from backslash, sig-
nificantly lower friction phenomena compared with actuators composed by gear drives,
and they work as an ideal source of applied torque. The servomotor models used in the
experimental robot are listed in Table I.
Fig. 2. Experimental robot manipulator
Link Model Torque [Nm] Enconder [p/rev]
Base DM1050A 50 1024000
Shoulder DM1150A 150 1024000
Elbow DM1015B 15 655360
Tab. 1. Servo actuators of the experimental robot.
All the servomotors are operated in torque mode, so they act as a torque source,
accepting an analogue voltage input as a reference of torque signal. Position informa-
tion is obtained from incremental encoders located within the motors. The standard
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backwards difference algorithm applied to the position joint measurements was used to
generate the velocity signals. The electronic interface of the robot manipulator is com-
posed by a motion control board, it is the MFIO-3A model manufactured by Precision
MicroDynamic Inc., the evaluated control algorithms have been written en C language,
and the sampling rate is executed at 2.5 ms on a Pentium III host computer: “the se-
lected sampling period is less than 10% of the step response settling time for adequate
recognition of the system dynamics [10]”. With reference to our direct-drive robot, only
the gravitational vector is required to implement the new family of controllers (6), which
is available in [4].
We present an experimental comparison among three hyperbolic-type controllers ver-
sus the simple proportional-derivative (PD) controller. To investigate the performance
among controllers on a direct–drive robot arm, they have been classified as τm1, τm2, τm3
for the hyperbolic-type controllers with exponent m = 1, m = 2 and m = 3, respec-
tively; and, τPD represents the popular PD control. The scalar–valued L2 norm is used
to measure the performance of control algorithms. A small L2 norm represents smaller
position error and thus is the better performance [20].
The experiment consists of moving the manipulator end–effector from its initial po-
sition to a fixed desired target. All the evaluated controllers did not show any type of
friction compensation. Extensive experiments were carried out with the proposed con-
trol algorithms, however due to lack of space, we only present the corresponding results
for the desired joint positions: [qd1, qd2, qd3]
T
= [45, 45, 90]
T
degrees, which represent
the base, shoulder, and elbow joints, respectively. The initial positions and velocities

















The gains Kp = diag{kp1, kp2, kp3} and Kv = diag{kv1, kv2, kv3} for the hyperbolic
control schemes must satisfy the condition (10) to prevent saturation of the actuators,
which deteriorate the control system performance and leads the thermal and mechanical
problems. Several trials were necessary in order to ensure a fast response of transient
state, no oscillations, minimum overshoot and smaller steady-state error, and keep the
actuators within their torque capabilities. For this purpose, guided by practical experi-
ence, from equation (10), we propose the following simple tuning rule: for the hyperbolic
control gains kpi+kvi <
τmaxi −kgi (q)√
nγmp
; we have also considered incorporating kgi (q) (see Prop-




> λmaxKv > 0, where the λ
min
B is the eigenvalue of the matrix B. The robot
parameters kgi (q) and λ
min
B are available in [4].




derivative gains kvi are tuning as kvi = αikpi, where αi is a unidimensional positive
number ∈ (0, 1), for i = 1, 2, 3. For all controllers, the tuning rules have been taken
into account any initial position for q̃i(0) degrees and q̇i(0) = 0
degrees
sec . The tunings
used in the experimental results are listed in Table 4.
Note that cannot be identical gains for all controllers, because their mathematical
structures are different, for the case of hyperbolic-type controllers as m increases, the
peak value γm on the transient state also increases. For this reason, the same control gain
values cannot be used for these controllers. Moreover, due to PD control structure has
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Controller and tuning rule Base joint Shoulder joint Elbow joint
Hyperbolic control for m = 1, τm1








λminB = 0.406 [Nm-rad/sec]
kp1 = 28 [Nm]
kv1 = 0.233 [Nm]
τmax1 = 50 [Nm]
kg1
(q) = 0 [Nm]
kp2 = 60 [Nm]
kv2 = 0.233 [Nm]
τmax2 = 150 [Nm]
kg2
(q) = 40.28 [Nm]
kp3 = 5 [Nm]
kv3 = 0.233 [Nm]
τmax3 = 15 [Nm]
kg3
(q) = 1.81 [Nm]
Hyperbolic control for m = 2, τm2








λminB = 0.406 [Nm-rad/sec]
kp1 = 27 [Nm]
kv1 = 0.223 [Nm]
τmax3 = 50 [Nm]
kg1
(q) = 0 [Nm]
kp2 = 50 [Nm]
kv1 = 0.223 [Nm]
τmax2 = 150 [Nm]
kg2
(q) = 40.28 [Nm]
kp3 = 5 [Nm]
kv3 = 0.223 [Nm]
τmax2 = 150 [Nm]
kg3
(q) = 1.81 [Nm]
Hyperbolic control for m = 3, τm3








λminB = 0.406 [Nm-rad/sec]
kp1 = 25 [Nm]
kv1 = 0.223 [Nm]
τmax1 = 50 [Nm]
kg1 (q) = 0 [Nm]
kp2 = 50 [Nm]
kv2 = 0.223 [Nm]
τmax2 = 150 [Nm]
kg2 (q) = 40.28 [Nm]
kp3 = 5 [Nm]
kv3 = 0.223 [Nm]
τmax3 = 15 [Nm]

















τmax1 = 50 [Nm]
kg1












τmax1 = 150 [Nm]
kg1












τmax1 = 50 [Nm]
kg2
(q) = 1.81 [Nm]
α3 = 0.06
Tab. 2. Tuning rule for Kp and Kv gains.
a different mathematical form, the control gains adopt a different dimensional nature,
which is reflected in their units.
Figure 3 contains the experimental results of position errors corresponding to three
joints for the control τm1. Observe that each profile converges asymptotically to zero,
after a smooth transient, all the components tend asymptotically to a small neighbor-
hood of equilibrium point. The transient response of position errors not has oscillating,
neither peak values or overshoot; in addition the robot’s response achieving stationary-









degrees, therefore its Euclidean
norm for this time is ‖q̃(t)‖ = 0.5934 degrees. The errors are present due to presence of
static friction at the servomotors, however they are acceptably small.
Figure 4 shows the applied control torques τm1 for each joint, in steady-state some
oscillations in the control signals are observed, but that behavior is not reflected in
the response of position errors; this is due to the demanding hyperbolic damping effect
to avoid the overshoot in closed-loop trajectories. From experimental results, it can be
observed that, in agreement with the proposed tune-rule, all torque signals clearly evolve
inside prescribed limits in Table 4.
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Fig. 3. Position errors of the hyperbolic controller when m=1.
Fig. 4. Applied torques of the hyperbolic controller when m = 1.
The experimental results of position errors for the cases τm2 and τm3 are shown in
Figures 5 and 7, respectively. It can be seen a fastest position errors response than the
obtained for τm1; a minimum overshoot is observed for these cases (less than 0.04%
with respect to the set-point qdi). All position errors converge faster to zero. For
example, in τm2: the joint 1 at t = 0.994 sec, for joint 2 t = 0.997 sec, and joint







degrees. Therefore, the steady-state Euclidean norm is
‖q̃(t)‖ = 0.5539 degrees. For the case τm3 the joint 1 at t = 0.892 sec reaches steady-










‖q̃(t)‖ = 0.5193 degrees.
The family of hyperbolic-type controllers has the ability to quickly drive the position
error to zero when m increases its value, this feature is due to its exponential structure
and the mathematics properties of the hyperbolic functions, the control τm increases its
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applied torque as high as is required, holding the actuator torque constraints through
the tuning rule for the proportional and derivative Kv, then the transitory-state is fast
and the vector de position errors q̃(t) reaches smaller values in steady-state while that,
the servomotors are capable of holding the robot manipulator at rest at any desired joint
positions vector qd.
Figures 6 and 8 show the applied torques corresponding to the algorithms τm2 and
τm3, respectively. It can be observed that applied torques remain within the satura-
tion limits supplied by servomotors of three joints. Observe that on transient-state of
τm1, τm2 and τm3 there are switching effects or sign changes in the torque signals, this
is due to the damping injection effect of the velocity joint q̇ within hyperbolic function
structure of the derivative control action, therefore the vector of position errors q̃(t)
reduces its magnitude, without over-impulses, neither oscillations or vibrations and be-
cause to properties of equilibrium point attractor, the vector of position errors converges
asymptotically towards zero.
Fig. 5. Position errors of the hyperbolic controller when m=2.
Fig. 6. Applied torques of the hyperbolic controller, case m=2.
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Fig. 7. Position errors of the hyperbolic controller, case m=3.
Fig. 8. Applied torques of the hyperbolic controller, case m=3.
Figures 9 and 10 present the position errors and applied torques, respectively for the
control τPD. The tuning process of PD control gains Kp and Kv was complicated, and it
not was easy, demanding much time, it depends of the user experience. Therefore, after
making an effort, the tuning was achieved so that the robot’s response was competitive
with those obtained from the hyperbolic controllers. The combination of gains Kp and
Kv leading to the best obtained PD control response with a good setting-time/overshoot.
It can be observed that the position errors arrive close to zero at t = 1.14 sec for
joint 1, t = 0.959 sec for joint 2, and joint 3 at t = 0.952 sec. A smaller overshoot







degrees. In fact, the steady-state Euclidean norm is
‖q̃(t)‖ = 1.1564 degrees. In contrast with the hyperbolic control algorithms, which
present the smaller position errors than q̃(t) of the τPD. The applied torques τPD
remain within the maximum torques supplied by servomotors. For the case of PD
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controller, it was not possible to increase the derivative and proportional gains, because
the saturation limits of the servomotors would be exceeded.
Fig. 9. Position errors of the PD control.
Fig. 10. Applied torque of the PD control.
The performance of evaluated control schemes was measurement to obtain faster
transitory and steady response, both requirements must be satisfied simultaneously.
The control objective is achieved avoiding input saturation for all experiments. We use
scalar-valued L2[q̃(t)] norm as an objective numerical measure for the vector of position








where T ∈ IR+ represents the experimental time, for our experiments, it was T = 5
sec. The smaller L2[q̃(t)] means smaller position error q̃(t) and it is the best evaluated
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controller performance.
The overall results are summarized in Figure 11, which includes the performance in-
dexes of all evaluated controllers. The control algorithm τm1 has a L2[q̃(t)]
τm1
= 25.4006
degrees, for τm2, L2[q̃(t)]
τm2
=24.6892 degrees, τm3 has L2[q̃(t)]
τm3
=23.4006 degrees, and
for the PD controller L2[q̃(t)]
τPD
=27.8546 degrees. The performance of control scheme
τm3 represents el 84% with respect to L2[q̃(t)]
τPD
, this is the performance of τPD is im-
proved roughly 16% by τm3, 11.36% by τm2 and 8% by τm1. In general, the new family
of bounded hyperbolic-type controllers showed better performance (smaller L2[q̃(t)])
than the PD controller. Therefore, the usefulness of proposed methodology can be
concluded and it represents an attractive solution for industrial applications, process
automation and manufacturing systems.
Fig. 11. Performance indexes of evaluated controllers.
Remark I. Note that input signal constraint (9) is very strict, due to its hyperbolic
exponential structure and the tuning of its gains, then to guarantee that it can be
practiced in all real scenarios, the proposed control (6) requires convergence of internal
signals in the servodrivers of the robot [10]; additional, it can handle uncertain nonlinear
electrically driven robots in the presence of external disturbances [11]. Therefore is better
to guarantee asymptotically convergence of the closed-loop equation (11), and the torque
signals is bounded. The proposed control (6) helps to generate an asymptotically stable




]T ∈ IR2n into attractor region.
Another important aspect to consider is about tuning of the gains, which is limited by
practical considerations on the torque saturation in the servomotors. To overcome this
problem, we have proposed a simple tuning-rule, which is easy to find adequate gains,
a design guidelines without regard to initial conditions to tune the controller gains is
described by (10), guaranteeing that the demanded torques remain inside the prescribed
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limits (see Table 2). From experimental results in agreement with the proposed tune-
rule (10), all torque signals clearly evolve inside prescribed limits provided in Table 1.
In this way the control signal (6) is a suitable signal for the internal convergence inside
the servoactuators.
Remark II. As further research is possible to carry out the extension of the con-
trol family proposed for the tracking problem or motion control, which is much more
complicated than regulation. We propose the following control structure:
τ = Kp

sinh2m−1 (q̃1) cosh (q̃1)
1+sinh2m (q̃1)










sinh2m−1 ( ˙̃q1) cosh ( ˙̃q1)
1+sinh2m ( ˙̃q1)





sinh2m−1 ( ˙̃qn) cosh ( ˙̃qn)
1+sinh2m ( ˙̃qn)

+M(q)q̈d + C(q, q̇)q̇d + g(q) + Bq̇d (21)
where m ∈ N is a positive integer number, q̃ is the n × 1 vector of joint tracking
error, which is defined as q̃ = qd(t) − q, being qd(t) the time-varying desired position
trajectory; ˙̃q is the n × 1 vector of joint velocity error defined as ˙̃q = q̇d(t) − q̇; the
desired velocity and desired acceleration trajectories are q̇d(t) and q̈d(t), respectively;
Kp,Kv ∈ IRn×n are positive definite diagonal matrices. Note that, if qd is a constant
vector (set-point), then control structure (21) becomes the regulator (6). It is clear that
to implement the trajectory control it is necessary to know the numerical value of its
parameters, which is resolved with parametric identification. With a generalization of
the strict Lyapunov function (12) is possible to obtain the global asymptotic convergence




to the equilibrium point 0 ∈ IR2n.
5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented a family of bounded hyperbolic-type control algorithms
to solve the position control problem. When the exponent m increases, the hyperbolic-
type controllers have a short transient state and smaller steady-state position errors,
the suitable combination of hyperbolic functions has characteristic to quickly drive the
position error to zero, this feature is due to its exponential structure and hyperbolic
mathematics properties.
Our propose is supported by a rigorous asymptomatically stability analysis in sense
Lyapunov’s stability, we have proposed a strict Lyapunov function to establish conditions
for ensuring global regulation. Through the satisfaction of simple inequalities on the
saturation function bounds, the global regulation is achieved, and therefore, the global
regulation objective is proved, avoiding saturation in the control signals; this ensures
that the equilibrium point of the closed-loop dynamics is globally asymptotically stable.
The tuning procedure for proportional and derivative gains is sufficient to select both
gains to satisfy simple inequalities on bounds of saturation, the actual choice depends on
practical considerations of torque saturation in the servomotors. However, in contrast
for the PD control gains control, their tuning was very complicated. The performance
of evaluated control schemes was measurement to obtain faster transitory and steady
response, both requirements must be satisfied simultaneously. The control objective is
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achieved avoiding input saturation for all experiments. In this sense, the experiments
confirm the proposed methodology is suitable for applications of position control.
The proposed family permits the implementation of large number of hyperbolic-type
control structures with potential applications at the industrial sector; and opening new
control design possibilities to improve their closed-loop behavior.
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